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Purpose of this talkPurpose of this talk

What is cosmic inflation? What are people What is cosmic inflation? What are people 
doing when they work on inflation?doing when they work on inflation?

What are the important observables in the What are the important observables in the 
frontier of cosmology?frontier of cosmology?

Some of my works.Some of my works.



Nobel prize in Physics 2006Nobel prize in Physics 2006

John Mather George Smoot

COBE FIRAS COBE DMR



The CMB (WMAP 7The CMB (WMAP 7--year)year)

TV noise
D. Wilkinson



CMB Anisotropy (CMB Anisotropy (““see the soundsee the sound””))



Jungman G, Kamionkowski M, Kosowsky A,
Spergel DN (1996)



CosmologyCosmology
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric

The Einstein Equations

The Friedmann Equations
E. Hubble

Hubble parameter



Cosmic InflationCosmic Inflation

Alan Guth (1981)

CML and K. Sato

CML and A. Starobinsky



Why do we need inflation?Why do we need inflation?

Flatness problem, horizon problem, unwanted Flatness problem, horizon problem, unwanted 
relics problemrelics problem……..  in old big bang theory...  in old big bang theory.
Inflation can provide primordial density Inflation can provide primordial density 
perturbations in the early Universe which are the perturbations in the early Universe which are the 
seeds for the Largeseeds for the Large--Scale Structure (LSS) in the Scale Structure (LSS) in the 
distribution of galaxies and the dark matter and distribution of galaxies and the dark matter and 
for the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) for the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) 
temperature anisotropies.temperature anisotropies.



Old InflationOld Inflation

Picture from Astro-ph/0007247



New InflationNew Inflation



Basic EquationsBasic Equations
Scalar field in FRW

(homogeneous)



Basic EquationsBasic Equations
Slow roll parameters

Number of e-folds



From small to large and from From small to large and from 
quantum to classicalquantum to classical

This can be compared with 
Hawking temperature:

CML and S. Hawking 



N=50~60N=50~60



Cosmological perturbation and the Cosmological perturbation and the 
spectrumspectrum

Longatudinal
gauge

Comoving curvature perturbation
(in the long-wavelenth limit)

CMB normalization



The spectral indexThe spectral index

1001.4538



Tensor to scalar ratio (Tensor to scalar ratio (Primordial Primordial 
Gravity WavesGravity Waves))

The holy grail of cosmology obserbation
and smoking gun of inflation!

Current bound:  r < 0.2



Chaotic InflationChaotic Inflation



Eternal inflationEternal inflation



Eternal InflationEternal Inflation



Experimental test of (chaotic) Experimental test of (chaotic) 
inflationinflation



Hybrid InflationHybrid Inflation

A. Linde



Cosmic stringsCosmic strings



Reheating: the Reheating: the ““hot big banghot big bang”” in in 
modern versionmodern version



Hilltop InflationHilltop Inflation

L. Boubekeur and D. H. Lyth hep-ph/0502047

Hill Top - the home of 
Beatrix Potter 

More hilltop Inflation models 0707.3826 [hep-ph]

CML,       D. Lyth,        K. Kohri



Three classes of Hilltop InflationThree classes of Hilltop Inflation

(Hilltop) D-term Inflation
R invariance New Inflation (Hilltop) Supernatural Inflation

(Hilltop )F-term Inflation



Hilltop InflationHilltop Inflation
Analytical solutions for the spectrum and the spectral index





Benefits of Hilltop InflationBenefits of Hilltop Inflation

Produce Produce ““(topological) Eternal Inflation(topological) Eternal Inflation””
Produce the spectral index required from CMB Produce the spectral index required from CMB 
observation.observation.
Reduce the inflation scale. (Solve the cosmic Reduce the inflation scale. (Solve the cosmic 
string problem of hybrid inflation.)string problem of hybrid inflation.)



NonNon--GaussianityGaussianity

From WMAP 7-year



Methods to generate NGMethods to generate NG

CurvatonCurvaton
MultiMulti--field Inflationfield Inflation
Inhomogeneous reheatingInhomogeneous reheating
Generate curvature perturbation at the end of Generate curvature perturbation at the end of 
inflationinflation
etc.etc.



Important observablesImportant observables

The spectral index The spectral index 
The tensor to scalar ratio The tensor to scalar ratio 
NonNon--GaussianityGaussianity
etc.etc.



Planck Satellite:

0.01sn∆ ≤

5NLf <

0.01r <

PLANCK    May 14, 2009WMAP



EpilogEpilog

The very early universe is The very early universe is ““an accelerator for an accelerator for 
poor peoplepoor people””..------ZeldovichZeldovich 19701970
“…“…but the richest manbut the richest man’’s as well.s as well.””------LindeLinde
““Now is the time to be a cosmologist.Now is the time to be a cosmologist.””------Mark Mark 
KamionkowskyKamionkowsky 0706.2986[astro0706.2986[astro--ph]ph]
““Our universe is an ultimate test of fundamental Our universe is an ultimate test of fundamental 
physics.physics.””------RenataRenata KalloshKallosh hephep--th/0702059th/0702059
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